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OPTICAL FIBER AS A SENSOR
Extremely thin, light, flexible,
immune to electromagnetic interferences, corrosion or alteration
due to chemical agents: the excel-

lent properties of optical fibers
have contributed to a strong impetus to the development of applications in which they are used
as sensors, in different fields of application.
In particular, through the Brillouin Scattering Technology both
strain and temperature can be
measured at very high spatial resolution.
Through a single fiber installed on the structure to monitor,
any strain induced by mechanical

or thermal processes and/or any
temperature change caused by
environmental or any other type
of phenomena can be easily monitored.
In fact, if properly connected to
the monitored element, a single fibre can capture strains or temperature changes all over the instrumented length, up to a distance of
some tens of kilometres with an
acquisition frequency as high as
some times per second.

This enables to avoid a priori
selecting the part, considered critical, to monitor as in the more
traditional approach.

SERVICES
through each stage of the project
with advanced services of engineering consultancy:

Optosensing offers all services associated with monitoring
activity, whose relevance in every
sector of the construction industry and environmental protection
is immense today. Thanks to the
cross-disciplinary expertise of its
staff as well as the proven multidisciplinary partnerships with
prestigious partners Optosensing
is able to follow the customer in
each phase of the project: from
design until the development of
systems and equipment, measurement and readings elaboration
and interpretation. and to assist in
the management and maintenance
phases of the same.
The customer is thus guided

Consultancy and feasibility
analysis;
Definition of operational strategies, in terms of objectives,
priorities, execution mode, timing and scheduling of work;
Design;
Installation;
Commissioning & start-up
of the systems;
Management and maintenance;
Measurements;
Data analysis.

APPLICATION FIELDS
Monitoring of large civil
structures such as
Tunnels
Bridges
Dams
Buildings
Containment systems, etc.;
Monitoring of railway lines,
road surfaces and infrastructures;
Monitoring of onshore and
offshore pipelines for structural health monitoring,

STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING
third-party intrusion and
leak detection;
Structural Health Monitoring of ships and oil platforms;
Monitoring of thermal gradients for geothermal applications;
Monitoring of seafloor;
Monitoring of soils & rocks.

The system developed by Optosensing can be employed to perform structural health monitoring of
structures such as tunnels, dams, ships and aircraft.
By detecting temperature and deformation anomalies with high spatial resolution, a rapid diagnosis
of structural deterioration can be achieved, improving the safety standard and reducing the intervention time.
The long term research activity and the long term
practical experience in industrial applications, have
led to the development of monitoring systems for
civil, geotechnical, geophysical and environmental applications.

Structural monitoring can be
carried out by connecting the fiber sensing cable to the structure
or the structural elements to monitor.
With a single optical fiber glued
along the structure to be monitored, such a system can
provide a continuous
long-term SHM, able
to perform the best
early warning on the
market today.
Optimization
of

maintenance systems for large
scale structures allowing for enormous savings and improved levels
of safety.
According to the monitoring requirements and the specific situation in hand, special configurations
can be implemented
allowing to retrieve
the different components of structural
strain, even along different cross sections
and alignments.

GEOTECHNICAL MONITORING
Optical fibers allow the detection of soil and rock displacements & deformations. The fiber
cable can be directly installed in
the soil, by proper gripping devices, or can be used as a part of a
more complex monitoring system,
such as our new patented Hybrid
Technology Inclinometer. Cost effective, with a small diameter and
highly performing, this innovative
inclinometer combines the benefits of two technologies to overcome issues related to traditional

inclinometer monitoring.
Our “gotcha system” gives the
possibility to save thousands of
human lives in areas susceptible
to landslides.

OIL & GAS INDUSTRY
Through ultra high resolution
dynamic strain measurement, a
fiber optic sensing system allows
to save billions dollars in the management of oil & gas systems. It
makes possible to perform a continuous survey of the operating
conditions of a pipeline and to
verify, point by point, its structural integrity. Structural problems,
can be identified at an early stage
so that it can be planned timely
maintenance intervention, resulting in the reduction of both the

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
risks of intrusion and/or leakage
and the associated costs. We offer
the highest standard of precision
and reliability of installation thanks to our patented robotic installation system, FORI.

avalanches;
stress and deformations on
wind turbine blades;
and so on...

evolution of temperature profiles in lacustrine or marine
ecosystems;
temperature changes within
garbage dumps;
temperature and deformations
of snow covers subject to

RAYLWAYS AND ROADS
The installation of a rail traffic
monitoring system using optical
fibers deployed along rail tracks
allows to retrieve several parameters - including train speed,
train weight in
motion, axles
counting and
axles
mutual
distance – improving railway
transport safety
and potentially
saving thousan-

The detection of both deformation and temperature with high
spatial and temporal resolution
allows to obtain important information on the evolution of environmental processes such as:

GEOTHERMAL MONITORING
ds of human lives.
Likewise, an appropriate integration of fiber optics within the
road surface and the analyses of
its dynamic deformation induced
by vehicles passage,
allows
to obtain basic information
about the road
and vehicles in
transit on it.

Optosensing’s technology offers the possibility to acquire indepth 3D temperature gradients
to assess temporal variations in
geothermal fields
Likewise, a proper displacement
of optical fiber on the sea floor
lets able to use it as fiber optic
distributed sensor to reconstruct
accurate strain and temperature
profiles.
This can have an enormous
importance in relation to certain
operating environments such as

active volcanic areas, providing
critical information to improve
the understanding of physical processes.
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OUR PRODUCTS

OSD-1

Optosensing’s OSD-1 Brillouin
Scattering Sensing Unit for ultra
high spatial resolution (cm scale)
measurement of temperature and
strain in optical fiber based on
real time acquisition of differential
Brillouin signals along an entire fiber optic line.
OSD-1 can handle readings
with acquisition frequency up to
200Hz.

FEATURES
Remotely controllable by a PC
or workstation;
Can handle readings with acquisition frequency up to 200Hz;
Easy measurement setup;
Automatic long term monitoring.

Optosensing’s (FORI) Procedural and Setup Apparatus for the
deployment installation of optical
fiber sensors on pipelines.
This Pending Patent relates to
our breakthrough automated robotic installation system to deploy
3 parallel optical fibers longitudinally along a pipeline (oil, gas, and
water) which is an integral part
of why we offer the best (PIMS)
Pipeline Integrity Monitoring System on the market today.

FEATURES
Equipped with an alarm system
for fiber’s breaking detection
during installation;
Pipeline cleaning;
Adhesive spreading;
Deployment of three sensing
fiber cables at 90°;
Protective cover application on
fibers.

INCLINOMETER

FOSS

traditional probes

our product

combined fiber optics & nano sensors hybrid technology, allows to
correct the errors propagation.
FEATURES

Our optical fiber inclinometer,
is able to measure the 3D deformation and displacement of the
soil were it is embedded in.
The sensor is self compensated
in temperature gradients along the
borehole and our Patent Pending

REAL TIME REMOTE MONITORING : you can access your
data everywhere
SMALL AND AGILE: you can
recover inclinometer casings
made inaccessible to traditional
probes
COST EFFECTIVE:You are able
to perform the best early warning monitoring system with
the best quality/price ratio
HIGH PERFORMANCE: You
can have a monitoring system
with high precision, accurancy
& reliability, thanks to our patented hi-tech solution.

Optosensing’s Fiber Optics Security System is an anti-intrusion
and anti-effraction monitoring system.
It consists of five plastic fibers
– carrying an optical signal – characterized by low invasiveness and
electromagnetic immunity.
Properly deploying each fiber
to the element or the elements
to monitor, any intrusion or effraction attempt is detected. The
system identifies the anomaly and
sets the alarm off for the interested line.

FEATURES
5 separated monitoring lines;
Cost effective;
Intrinsically safe;
No false alarms;
Low invasiveness;
Immune to electromagnetic interferences.

SUMMARY OF THE STUDY CASES
Structural Health Monitoring:
Bridges,
Tunnels,
Dams,
Buildings

Geotechnical Monitoring:
Rock,
Soils

Transports:
Railways,
Roads,
Ships,
Planes
Oil&Gas:
Pipelines,
Platforms,
Tanks
Energy & Environment
Avalanches,
Wind Turbine Blades,
In depth Temperature,
Sea Floor,
Garbage
Dumps
Security Systems and
Anti Intrusion Systems
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